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Australia’s most revolutionary change to driver education in 50 years. The only acceptable outcome is ZERO
Defensive Driving Course

To: …………. …………….
Congratulations on receiving Australia’s most effective and advanced Defensive driving course.

Novice. Adult. Fleet. Aged. Rehabilitation. Defensive. Car. Bus Truck
We developed Australia’s most effective and advanced defensive driving courses over
7 years, globally researching crash causality, effective delivery methodologies,
environmental selection, curriculum development and the only acceptable outcome
measurement being ZERO crash/injuries. If you’re not learning its our problem to change the
delivery methodology so you can turn theory into an action.
Road Safety Educators Australia has changed the paradigm in driver education
Our aim is to engage you to be an active participant through adult coaching methodologies whilst
identifying safety gaps and risk in your current driving, then delivering the educational processes that
manage the risk (797 units, competency based road user interactions) It is then our challenge to select the
delivery method that matches your learning style our training is not homogenised, its tailored directly at
you., we will draw from an extensive suite of risk management processes as mentioned above delivering the
knowledge to you in a manner that u understand and can then action into safe driving processes. Together
we will achieve ZERO.
We use research driven safe processes that allows you to drive with an active process that manages the risks.
We will then ensure you repeat the process in live environment’s to create a foundation, which you can turn
into an automated driving process for each risk, and self calibrate effectiveness to remain crash free.
Past clients have commented that because the training was delivered in live (real) environments and in a
methodology that they not only understood but, received justifications for why? not just “tell me to do it”
with time allowed to turn theory into a safe action, it made them not only aware of the risks that they had
never realised existed, but they now had been equipped with a safe manageable process for each risk, which
in turn made them feel less anxious and less prone to taking the risk, because they now understood what the
consequence reality and had safe option that they knew worked!.
” I think its safe” was never a safe option “I know its safe because I understand the risk and I am actively
applying safe driving processes” its not rocket science it’s a safe process for each interaction!
Recognise where, why and how motor vehicle crashes occur,
Implement simple and effective techniques through knowledge to minimise the risk of being
involved in a motor vehicle related crash,
Reinforce Vision zero”, “Drive Safety”,” Exit strategy” and “What If” processes.
Specialised courses tailored to: Novice Drivers, P Platers, TAC provider, Magistrates Court, Adult Drivers,
Aged Drivers, NDIS provider 57440679, Medical Practitioners, Occupational therapists, Crash Victims,
Fleet training and assessments. Risk takers, Court ordered defensive driving courses, Community bus
drivers, Mentors for car learners……. See web site for comprehensive list
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Letter of recommendation:

The Road Safety Educators, Australia Driver training program saves lives on the road
As a medical doctor and the father of three children - two licensed and injury-free, with one currently in training - I am
fully aware of the dangers and consequences of driving for young people in Australia. Young drivers (17-25 years)
represent one quarter of all Australian road deaths, but they make up only 10-15 per cent of the licensed driver
population.
Research in Europe has shown that improved driver training practices can achieve significant results in young driver
safety.
The Road Safety Educators have taken up the call to change this outcome, with a new comprehensive training program
(Driver Training Curriculum) that has been shown to significantly reduce crash rates for new drivers, when trained
using coaching (Andragogical) methodologies.
I am pleased to endorse this program, which I selected for my own three children, to give them the best chances of
remaining safe behind the wheel. All achieved Vision ZERO.
Instead of just teaching new drivers how to “pass the test”, the Road Safety Educators train young people to be active
participants. Using European research that tracked 13,000 novice drivers over a seven-year period, its coaching
methodology allows new drivers to internalize good driving practices, so they have the awareness and responsibility to
make educated safe driving decisions before they sit the test and then continue this process whilst licensed.
The Road Safety Educators, Australia use knowledge, foundation and automation techniques to provide students with
the appropriate education and experience. The program does not rely on “repetitively being told what to do” by an
instructor - but engages the student as an active participant, giving them the experience and knowledge to make their
own decisions automatically.
Of particular importance for young people, the Road Safety Educators’ Novice Driver Curriculum develops safe
processes through all the high risk driving situations, so the new driver is able to nullify such issues as peer pressure,
inattention, alcohol-related issues, other drivers’ mistakes and other risk-taking behaviour.
The Road Safety Educators, Australia are to be congratulated for adopting the Vision Zero training approach from
Sweden – where the goal is to have zero road fatalities - and which has been declared the “best country in the world”
in terms of road safety.
All Road Safety Educators, Australia receive a 900% increase in training time, when compared to the standard training
provided to driving instructors. The Road Safety Educators then receive monthly ongoing training, back-up and
support for their first two years of driver training and then annual calibration.
Road Safety Educators, Australia follow, for research purposes, all graduates for their first six months of licensed
driving. They have found a significantly lower crash rate than for other new drivers.
I congratulate Craig Waters for his determination in researching best practice driver training across the world and here
in Australia, and then implementing this new teaching methodology and education curriculum for trainers, parents and
novice drivers. If its training principles were embraced across the nation, I believe they could well transform
Australia’s road statistics!

Dr John Stekelenburg. MB BS
Board of Directors
Barwon Health

Craig Waters.
Principal
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